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a b s t r a c t 

Purpose: Dynamic or 4D imaging of the thorax has many applications. Both prospective and retrospective 

respiratory gating and tracking techniques have been developed for 4D imaging via CT and MRI. For pedi- 

atric imaging, due to radiation concerns, MRI becomes the de facto modality of choice. In thoracic insuf- 

ficiency syndrome (TIS), patients often suffer from extreme malformations of the chest wall, diaphragm, 

and/or spine with inability of the thorax to support normal respiration or lung growth (Campbell et al., 

2003, Campbell and Smith, 2007), as such patient cooperation needed by some of the gating and tracking 

techniques are difficult to realize without causing patient discomfort and interference with the breath- 

ing mechanism itself. Therefore (ventilator-supported) free-breathing MRI acquisition is currently the best 

choice for imaging these patients. This, however, raises a question of how to create a consistent 4D im- 

age from such acquisitions. This paper presents a novel graph-based technique for compiling the best 

4D image volume representing the thorax over one respiratory cycle from slice images acquired during 

unencumbered natural tidal-breathing of pediatric TIS patients. 

Methods: In our approach, for each coronal (or sagittal) slice position, images are acquired at a rate of 

about 20 0–30 0 ms/slice over several natural breathing cycles which yields over 20 0 0 slices. A weighted 

graph is formed where each acquired slice constitutes a node and the weight of the arc between two 

nodes defines the degree of contiguity in space and time of the two slices. For each respiratory phase, 

an optimal 3D spatial image is constructed by finding the best path in the graph in the spatial direction. 

The set of all such 3D images for a given respiratory cycle constitutes a 4D image. Subsequently, the best 

4D image among all such constructed images is found over all imaged respiratory cycles. Two types of 

evaluation studies are carried out to understand the behavior of this algorithm and in comparison to a 

method called Random Stacking – a 4D phantom study and 10 4D MRI acquisitions from TIS patients and 

normal subjects. The 4D phantom was constructed by 3D printing the pleural spaces of an adult thorax, 

which were segmented in a breath-held MRI acquisition. 

Results: Qualitative visual inspection via cine display of the slices in space and time and in 3D ren- 

dered form showed smooth variation for all data sets constructed by the proposed method. Quantitative 

evaluation was carried out to measure spatial and temporal contiguity of the slices via segmented pleural 

spaces. The optimal method showed smooth variation of the pleural space as compared to Random Stack- 

ing whose behavior was erratic. The volumes of the pleural spaces at the respiratory phase corresponding 

to end inspiration and end expiration were compared to volumes obtained from breath-hold acquisitions 

at roughly the same phase. The mean difference was found to be roughly 3%. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Dynamic 3D imaging, often referred to as 4D imaging, of vari-

ous organ systems throughout the body is crucial to quantify or-

gan displacements, visualize abdominal and thoracic organ mo-

tion, and assess mechanical functions of organs, which have found

use in studying disease processes, their improved diagnosis, and

planning of surgery, and radiation therapy ( Tory et al., 2001;

Nehmeh et al., 2004a ). The focus of this paper is dynamic imag-

ing of the thorax with emphasis on the lungs. Different modalities

have been explored for 4D imaging of the lungs including time-

resolved volumetric CT, MRI, PET, PET/CT and Ultra Sound imag-

ing ( Cai et al., 2011; Fayad and Lamare, 2013; Georg and Sou-

venir, 2008; Georg et al., 2008; Keall et al., 2004, 2007; Koste

et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2014; Low et al., 2003;

Murphy et al., 2007; Nehmeh et al., 2004b; Remmert et al., 2007;

Siebenthal et al., 2005, 2007; Tsoumpas et al. 2011; Wachinger

et al., 2010, 2012; Wagshul et al. 2013; Wink et al. 2006 ; and

Yang et al., 2008 ). Among these, CT, MRI, and Ultra Sound of-

fer sufficient speed to acquire dynamic/motion information ( Keall

et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Low et al., 2003 ; and Wachinger et al.,

2012 ). 4D-CT involves higher amount of radiation to the patient

than static imaging due to increased scan time and does not pro-

vide sufficient information about displacements of soft-tissue ob-

jects because of low contrast among them ( Keall et al., 2004, 2007;

Koste, et al., 2006; Wink et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009; Georg et al.,

2008 ; and Yang et al., 2008 ). Ultra Sound causes shadowing ef-

fect from bone and has therefore limited utility in 4D imaging of

the thorax ( Wachinger et al. 2010, 2012 ). MRI offers excellent soft-

tissue contrast and involves no radiation hazard, and hence, it is

the modality of choice, especially for imaging the pediatric thorax

( Nandalike, et al., 2013 ). 

1.2. Rationale and related work 

Because of the inherent speed limitations of MRI, three types

of dynamic MRI approaches have evolved: the first based on fast

3D MRI sequences for real-time volumetric acquisitions ( Wagshul

et al., 2013 ), the second using fast 2D sequences for real-time slice

acquisitions requiring some cooperation from the patient in the

form of wearing a device or breath control ( Li et al., 2009; Low

et al., 2003; Nehmeh et al., 2004; Qi et al., 2013; Wink et al.,

2006; Yang et al., 2008 ; and Zhang et al., 2008 ), and the third

also using fast 2D sequences but with no such requirement that

encumbers patient’s free breathing ( Liu et al., 2014; Siebenthal

et al. 20 05, 20 07 ; and Wachinger et al. 2012 ). The approaches in

the first group often sacrifice spatial and/or contrast resolution to

achieve the necessary temporal resolution. The 2D sequences of

the second and third group generally achieve better image qual-

ity than the first. However, if the first group can achieve adequate

image quality for subsequent image analysis, it will be the ideal

choice. 

Approaches in the second group require some form of respira-

tory surrogate to acquire or estimate breathing signal and then use
hod is purely image-based and post-hoc and does not need breath holding

uments to record respiratory motion or tidal volume. This is important

ediatric patients. The constructed 4D images portray spatial and temporal

pected in a consistent 4D volume. We believe that the method can be

imaging. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

t to monitor patient motion during image acquisition. Tidal vol-

me has been widely used as the respiratory signal to show the

hase location in one breathing period or as retrospective gating

ignal for CT/MRI scanning since tidal volume changes periodically

ith breathing ( Yang et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008 ). Other mea-

urements of respiratory signals include using a strain gauge in-

erted inside an adjustable belt ( Wink et al., 2006 ), or by tracking

xternal markers placed on patient’s body such as in the abdomen

 Nehmeh et al., 2004 ). Position signals recorded by a real time po-

ition management system (RPM) has also been adopted as ground

ruth of breathing signal for 4D reconstruction and image evalua-

ion ( Li et al., 2009; Low et al., 2003 ). However, respiratory signals

easured from different external surrogates may not always be ac-

urate and implementable. Remmert demonstrates a retrospective

D-MRI technique ( Remmert et al., 2007 ) on a dynamic phantom

sing an external signal for motion monitoring. The external signal

as derived from the positional changes of the piston rod of the

ater pump, which may not be appropriate for use with human

ubjects. The pediatric subjects we deal with in our imaging appli-

ation area often suffer from extreme malformations of their chest

all, diaphragm, and/or spine. As such the second group of meth-

ds is difficult to realize practically because of severe thoracic de-

ormity ( Campbell et al., 2003; Campbell and Smith, 2007 ). More-

ver, we are interested in the mechanical function of the patient

horax in its natural malformed form in tidal breathing. Therefore,

he third approach of free-breathing MRI acquisitions seems to be

urrently the ideal modality of imaging for these patients. 

The premise of the third group of approaches is to construct

he 4D image post-hoc by collecting together slices based on fea-

ures extracted from the slice images ( Cai et al., 2011; Liu et al.,

014; Wachinger et al., 2010, 2012 ; and Siebenthal et al., 2005,

007 ). Manifold learning techniques have been employed to ex-

ract phase index as the respiratory signal in previous research

 Georg and Souvenir, 2008; Georg et al. 2008 ; and Wachinger

t al., 2010, 2012 ). Laplacian eigen maps ( Georg and Souvenir,

0 08; Georg et al. 20 08 ) and isometric feature mapping, or Isomap

 Wachinger et al., 2010, 2012 ), are used to determine the low-

imensional manifold embedded in high-dimensional image space.

ach slice image frame is assigned a coordinate in low-dimensional

pace via Laplacian eigenmap transformation which is then used

s the phase index in the respiratory period. After manifold learn-

ng is performed, registration is used to align all the local fea-

ures/coordinates to achieve a globally consistent breathing signal.

anifold learning methods commonly make assumptions about

he regularity of the respiratory motion and parameterize this mo-

ion with a one-dimensional amplitude or phase. Although respi-

ation clearly shows a repetitive character, the reduction of respi-

atory organ deformation to one parameter neglects residual vari-

bility or pseudo-periodicity that is common. This may also lead

o artifacts in the constructed images. Other features such as dy-

amic change of body area in the axial MR images is used as an in-

ernal respiratory surrogate to represent the breathing signal since

ormally body area would change periodically with the breathing

otion ( Cai et al., 2011 ; and Liu et al., 2014 ). This method seems

o work only on axial images, and again for our very sick pediatric
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atients, it may fail since the changes of their body region area are

ften very small. 

These challenges led us to the development of a new approach

or 4D MR image construction from free-breathing acquisitions

hat is suited for our application. In our set up, while the patient

s under free breathing condition often under general anesthesiaa

nd ventilator support, slice images are acquired for each (coro-

al or sagittal) spatial slice location over several respiratory cy-

les. The basic idea of the 4D construction approach is to first find,

or each respiratory phase for which data are gathered, the best

D spatial volume image that can be compiled from the acquired

lices. A graph-based path optimization algorithm is utilized for

his purpose. Subsequently, these 3D images are concatenated over

ach respiratory cycle to form a 4D image. Finally, among all such

D images, the best 4D image constituting one respiratory cycle

s selected by systematically examining all constructed 4D images.

hese steps are described in Section 2 . The method is evaluated by

onsidering the smoothness/contiguity of the slices in the spatial

nd temporal dimensions, as described in Section 3 . A phantom

xperiment is also described in Section 3 for evaluating the ap-

roach which involves 3D printed lung phantom derived from pa-

ient anatomy, immersing the phantom in a water bath, acquiring

ynamic MR images, and evaluating the 4D construction against

nown ground truth. The paper concludes with some remarks in

ection 4 . We believe that the proposed approach has the follow-

ng unique characteristics. (a) It is purely image based without the

eed for external devices to measure tidal volume or respiratory

ignal for the purpose of sorting images. (b) There is no need for

ny form of control of breathing. (c) There is no registration opera-

ion and computation is rapid. Some very preliminary results along

he lines of the study in this paper were presented in the pro-

eedings of the SPIE Medical Imaging 2014 conference ( Tong et al.,

014 ). 

. 4D image construction method 

.1. Data acquisition 

In our dynamic MR imaging set up, for each coronal (or sagittal)

lice position in the thorax, slice images are acquired continuously

t a rate of about 200 ms/slice over several tidal breathing cycles

hile the patient is under general anesthesia and ventilator sup-

ort (for MRI acquisition details, see Section 3 ). This process pro-

uces typically several thousands of slices which contain both the

natomic spatial and dynamic information about the thorax. It is

ssential to form one consistent and well-defined 4D volume from

hese data in order to perform any meaningful image processing

nd analysis operation on these data to harness the dynamic infor-

ation they embody. 

.2. Problem formulation 

An ideal 4D image B of a body region (such as the thorax) of

 patient is considered to be a time sequence B ( t ) , where a time

arker t varies over a time interval [0, τ ]. For a fixed time in-

tance t ∈ [0, τ ], image B ( t ) is interpreted as a 3D image, that

s, as an intensity function defined on a fixed rectangular domain

= X × Y × Z mm 

3 . We assume that � is defined and fixed with

espect to an imaging device xyz coordinate system, called the

canner coordinate system, SCS , in which the units are expressed in

illimeters and the time-varying body region B is situated within

his domain �. The data set provided by the imaging device is

reated as a sampling of this idealized 4D image over space and

ime over several breathing cycles. Our goal is to use this sampled

ata set to arrive at an approximation of B(t) for t varying over one

ull breathing cycle. 
The data produced by our dynamic MR imaging system is in the

orm of a sequence A = { f 1 , …, f M 

} of 2D images, each 2D image f i 
eing a slice of B for a fixed value z ∈ Z and a time instance t i ∈ [0,

]. Note here that A denotes the set of all slices that have been ac-

uired over an entire patient scan session that extends over a time

nterval [0, τ ]. That is, f i is a 2D image defined on X ×Y for z and

 i ( x, y ) is the intensity of B at ( x, y, z ) at the time instance t i of ac-

uisition. Each slice image f i is acquired within a very short time

nterval such that the motion may be thought of as being frozen

uring that time. For each fixed z -position in SCS, slice acquisi-

ions are made in this manner over several full breathing cycles

nd the process is moved to the next z -position, etc. The number

f z -locations where the acquisition takes place, as well as the ac-

ual z -coordinates of these locations are known in this scheme. In

hat follows, we will denote them as z 1 ,…,z K and treat Z as equal

o { z 1 ,…,z K } . 

The acquisition scheme is graphically depicted in Fig. 1 , where

he line at the top of the figure indicates continuous timeline from

tart to end of a patient scan, and each time interval demarcated

y a successive pair of vertical line segments indicates the time

uration over which slice acquisitions (denoted by dots) are made

or each z -location z i . The lower portion of Fig. 1 is a graphical rep-

esentation that will be used in our method. In this representation,

he time interval corresponding to each z -location z i is expanded

nd drawn as a horizontal dotted line. Each bold dot on this line

epresents an acquired slice image. 

We think of the actual motion of B ( t ) in tidal breathing as be-

ng quasi-periodic in the following sense. Consider the thorax and

he breathing motion for example. Although it is a repetitive pro-

ess, it cannot be considered to be mathematically strictly periodic.

he subject may take a shallow versus a deeper breath, although

e will rule out more severe disturbances such as deep inhala-

ion/exhalation, swallowing, and coughing. The data are acquired

or each z -location over a period of time to provide enough slices

o describe the motion. This time period extends to several (4-8)

reathing cycles. Mathematically, quasi-periodicity can be repre-

ented as a mapping ϕ from [0, τ ] into a circle C, representing

espiratory phase, with the property that for any time instances

 and t ′ in [0, τ ], if ϕ(t) = ϕ(t ′ ) (i.e., the time instances point to

he same phase of the breathing cycle), then the 3D images B ( t )

nd B ( t’ ) are (approximately) equal. This is the key, since the ac-

uisition schema does not provide us full 3D image B ( t ) for any

ime instance t . So, during the construction process, some sections

f the constructed B ( t ) will actually be the sections of B ( t’ ) for an-

ther time instance t’ of the same (or similar) breathing phase (i.e.,

 ( t ′ ) ≈ ϕ ( t )). More specifically, our output – a digital approxima-

ion of one full breathing cycle – will be of the form of a mapping

 from Z ×T into 2D images on X × Y , where T is a finite subset (dig-

tal approximation) of the phase circle C , and, for every ( z, t ) ∈ Z ×
, F z, t is one of the data images f i for which z i = z and ϕ( t i ) ≈ t , so

hat the resulting map F leads to the best 4D image representing a

reathing cycle. Stating precisely, our problem is: given the set of

ll slices A under the assumption of quasi-periodicity, find F . 

We construct our solution, map F , in three stages. In Stage 1 , we

ssociate with each slice f i an approximate breathing phase ϕ( t i ) ∈
 at which the slice was taken. We also determine a digital ap-

roximation T of C that will be used to express F . In Stage 2 , for

ach breathing phase t ∈ T and each slice f i with ϕ( t i ) = t , we find

 3D scene F t – a mapping from Z with F t ( z ) = F z,t = f j , z j = z and

( t i ) ≈ t – containing the slice f i and optimal with respect to the

riteria described below. These spatial 3D scenes will be combined

ogether to yield several 4D scenes each representing a full breath-

ng cycle. In Stage 3 , we decide which of these 4D scenes is to be

aken as output. The steps associated with these three stages are

escribed below in the remainder of this section. 
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Fig. 1. A graphical representation of the 4D construction methodology. The top part indicates the entire time line from Start to End of patient scan with the time slices for 

each z -slice location marked on this line by heavy dots. The bottom part illustrates the graph built for finding the best 4D image. All nodes (time slices denoted by heavy 

dots) for a given z slice z i are connected to all nodes for z i + 1 . The E nodes denote time slices corresponding to end expiration. Please see text for the meaning of other 

variables. 
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2.3. 4D image construction algorithm 

2.3.1. Stage1: Determining breathing phases ϕ( t ) and labeling 

reference nodes 

At each z -location along the corresponding horizontal line, z i , in

Fig. 1 , we mark each breathing period by examining all time slices

and labeling slices corresponding to end expiration as E nodes. In

fact, slices corresponding to end inspiration can also be used. The

key here is not as to which reference nodes are to be used but to

set up breathing cycles by labeling reference nodes. We find that

E nodes are easier to locate than nodes corresponding to end in-

spiration, hence we use them in this work. At present this mark-

ing is done manually by observing the motion of the diaphragm.

In the future, this step will be automated. All slices (bold dots or

nodes on the horizontal line) lying between a slice labeled E and

the next slice labeled E along that line constitute one breathing pe-

riod. If the slices f n , f n + 1 , …, f n + m 

represent k th such period, then

we consider these slices as being spread over m equally distributed

phases of the breathing cycle for this particular E to E interval.

That is, we let T k = { τ 0 , …, τm 

} be the set of equally distributed

m points on the circle C , with τ j = 〈 cos ( 2 π j 
m 

) , sin ( 2 π j 
m 

) 〉 , and de-

fine ϕ( t m + j ) ≈ τ j for j ∈ {0, ..., m }. Finally, we define T as T k of the

smallest size. Note that the precision with which this identifica-

tion is made is not that critical, since best 3D scenes are found by

path optimization as we explain below. This assumption of equi-

spacing on C is inevitable since we do not have any other infor-

mation such as the time stamp with respect to the specific cycle

as to when a slice within that cycle was acquired. If such infor-

mation becomes available in the future then the assumption can

be easily removed from our methodology. Note also that we do
 c  
ot require any form of “resampling” of any cycle for changing the

umber of time points in the cycle since cost is estimated based

n “distance” between time points by using the phase circle C un-

er the assumption of uniform spacing of time points in each cycle

lthough the number of points on the circle due to two different

ycles may be different; see description under Stage 2. The reason

or finding the smallest cycle T k is to build the optimal 3D scenes

tarting from each time point in T k . We wish to point out that ev-

ry constructed optimal 3D scene and hence the final optimal 4D

cene that is output will consist of only the original acquired slices

nd there is no interpolation of any form performed in the entire

onstruction process. 

.3.2. Stage 2: Determining optimal 3D images via optimal path 

earching in a graph 

Building a weighted graph: A graph G = ( A, P, w ) is constructed

o represent the relationship among the slice images f i in terms of

heir potential spatial contiguity, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The slices

n A form the nodes of the graph and each arc in the set P of arcs

solid lines in Fig. 1 ) represents a pair of slices { u, v }, where u and

 are any slices from two adjacent z -locations. Note that the dotted

orizontal lines in the figure are only for indicating the z -locations

f the slices and do not represent arcs. 

Each arc e = { u, v } is given a weight or cost w(e), also written

s w ( u, v ) , to express the degree of unlikeliness of the slices u and

 to come from the same time-frozen anatomic volume. w ( u, v )

 [0,1] and the smaller weight value close to zero means u and

 are similar to each other and they are very likely to have come

rom the same phase. We compose w ( u, v ) with the following three

omponents: w g ( u, v ) that depends on the difference in gray inten-
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Fig. 2. Left: Original slice from a dynamic scan. Middle: Enhanced image. Right: lung segmentation. 
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ity of the slices u and v; w s ( u, v ) that depends on the sign which

xpresses the directionality of motion (see below); and w p ( u, v )

hat depends on the difference in z -positions of u and v . These

omponents are combined via the formula w ( u, v ) = w g ( u, v ) ·w s ( u,

 ) · w p ( u, v ) , and their individual formulations are described

elow. 

Rather than using a straightforward root mean squared differ-

nce between the pixel intensities of slices u and v for determin-

ng the value of w g ( u, v ), we exploit knowledge of the appear-

nce of the slice images and of the specific objects that move most

onspicuously in B ( t ) . For example, in the thorax, the base of the

ungs moves the most, and, since the lungs typically appear dark

n MR images, we weight the changes from u to v from dark to

righter intensities more heavily than other changes. This is im-

lemented by enhancing lungs via an image transformation which

ncludes intensity thresholding operation within the body region

or rough segmentation of the lungs and a morphological opening

peration (erosion + dilation) for removing noise and non-lung tis-

ues, as shown in Fig. 2. 

More refined lung segmentation methods ( Udupa et al., 2014 )

ay be utilized but we feel that this is not needed. The image on

he right in Fig. 2 is a segmentation of the lungs overlaid on the

RI slice. Compared to the enhanced image, no significant differ-

nce in the moving (lung) region of focus, since the other parts

f body are almost static. The weight w g ( u, v ) is then defined by

sing the intensity distance between the enhanced slice images I ′ u 
nd I ′ v at nodes u and v as follows, 

 g ( u, v ) = 1 − exp 

(
−

∑ 

c 

(I ′ v (c) − I ′ u (c)) 2 
)

, (1) 

here c represents pixels in the images I ′ u and I ′ v . 
The second component w s ( u, v ) takes into account slice-to-slice

ontiguity in both the direction of motion and spatial shape change

n the t and z dimensions. This is one of the key ideas in our ap-

roach which brings power to the method in ensuring that the

lices are ordered correctly within the approximation that is fea-

ible given the way slices are acquired in free breathing. Consider-

ng the time component first, at slice position z 2 , see Fig. 1 , sup-

ose slices p and q are close in appearance to slice o at z 1 and

hey have the same intensity difference from o . Here we will pre-

er slice p to be considered to be closer to slice o since both p and

 are in the inhalation phase in one respiratory period. That means

wo nodes from the same part of the respiratory period like o and

 should be considered closer to each other than when they come

rom different parts, even when the intensity distance is the same,

uch as o from the inspiratory part and q from the expiratory part.

n the phases corresponding to inhalation, less diaphragm excur-

ion is visible, and for exhalation, more diaphragm excursion takes

lace. We use the sign of the difference of the average pixel in-
ensity values to show the breathing directional orientation. The

dea for continuity in the z -direction is a bit more complex. Ba-

ically, we would insist that, the enhanced portions of the image

in our case, lungs) in slices u and v in two successive z locations

hould change spatially, in the sense of sign, in the same way the

nhanced portions change in the slices corresponding to the re-

pective E nodes on the left of slices u and v (“left” is arbitrary, we

ay instead choose “right” as well). That is, to be included in the

ame spatial volume corresponding to a fixed phase, the z -slices

eed to follow the sign pattern observed in their reference E nodes.

et I ′ 
E,u 

(c) and I ′ 
E, v (c) be the enhanced image intensities at pixel c

or the reference nodes of slices of u and v , respectively. Combining

he above ideas, w s ( u, v ) is given by 

 s (u, v ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

2 × S 

(∣∣∣∣∑ 

c 

(
I ′ v ( c ) − I ′ u ( c ) 

)∣∣∣∣
)

− 1 , 

when 

[∑ 

c 

(
I ′ v ( c ) − I ′ u ( c ) 

)]
× sg n u, v ≥ 0 ,

1 , 

otherwise . 

(2) 

In this expression, S ( x ) = (1 + exp ( -x )) −1 and sg n u, v =
ign ( 

∑ 

c 
(I ′ 

E, v (c) −I ′ 
E,u 

(c))) , where the function sign ( y ) takes on

alues 1, 0, and -1, respectively, when y takes on positive, zero,

nd negative values. In words, the top line of Eq. (2) corresponds

o the situation when slices u and v follow the same sign as that

f their reference E nodes for the change, and the bottom line

efers to the case when the signs are opposite. In the latter case,

 s ( u, v ) takes on the highest possible value 1. In the former case,

he value is set inversely related to the magnitude of the total

ifference over all pixels between I ′ u (c) and I ′ v (c) . It turns out that

hen time and spatial contiguity are addressed through w s in this

anner, 3D spatial volumes in each constructed 4D image change

moothly as well from one time instance to the next. 

The idea behind the third component w p ( u, v ) is to assign a

igher weight whenever the distance between their phase loca-

ions ϕ( t i ) and ϕ( t j ) is greater, where t i and t j denote respectively

he time instances corresponding to u and v in [0, τ ]. That is, if

 and v are similarly positioned within their respiratory periods,

hen they will be considered close and the weight will be low. The

eight will increase with the degree of mismatch in their respira-

ory phases. The weight is given by 

 p ( u, v ) = ( 1 − e −d ) / ( 1 − e −1 ) , (3) 

here d = | min (h,m −h ) 
m 

− min (l ,n −l ) 
n | , m and n are the numbers of

lices (time points) in the periods where respectively u and v are

ocated, and h and l denote respectively the offsets of u and v from

heir reference E nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Smaller weight val-
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Table 1 

Image data sets used in evaluation. 

Subject Age Voxel size (mm 

3 ) Slice size, 

number of 

time instances 

Number 

of z - 

locations 

Imaging plane 

(number of 

scans) 

Imaging parameters Number of 

breathing 

cycles 

Adult-1 30 2.21 × 2.21 × 4.8 192 × 192, 35 31 Coronal (1) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 60.06/1.15 ms 3 

Adult-2 23 2.08 × 2.08 × 3.6 162 × 192, 100 50 Coronal (1) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 214/1.55 ms 10 

Child-1 10 1.17 × 1.17 × 5.0 224 × 256, 80 34 Sagittal (1) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 4.48/2.24 ms 9 

Child-2 9/11 1.09 × 1.09 × 5.0 224 × 256, 80 38/43 Sagittal (2) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 3.88/1.94 ms 10 

1.17 × 1.17 × 5.0 

Child-3 6 1.07 × 1.07 × 5.0 224 × 256, 80 29 Sagittal (1) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 3.90/1.95 ms 12 

Child-4 7 1.09 × 1.09 × 5.0 224 × 256, 80 32 Sagittal (1) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 4.48/2.24 ms 11 

Child-5 5/6/8 1.17 × 1.17 × 5.0 224 × 256, 80 35 Sagittal (3) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 3.88/1.94 ms 16 

Adult-1 30 0.73 × 0.73 × 2.25 192 × 192 31 Coronal (2) Breath-hold at end inspiration and 

end expiration; T2 weighted; 

TR/TE = 4.33/1.97 ms 

–

Phantom – 1.17 × 1.17 × 3.0 224 × 256, 80 60 Sagittal (1) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 4.48/2.24 ms 12 

Phantom – 0.94 × 0.94 × 3.0 320 × 320 80 Sagittal (2) T2-weighted; TR/TE = 900/84 ms –

Fig. 3. Three sample slices – sagittal, coronal, and sagittal - from a pre-operative data set of Child-1. 
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ues (larger than zero) mean higher likelihood for u and v to have

similar phase. 

Combining the three components, the final weight w ( u, v ) for

arc { u, v } is defined by 

w ( u, v ) = w g ( u, v ) · w s ( u, v ) · w p ( u, v ) . (4)

3D image construction via optimal path search: Once graph G

is built, an optimal 3D image is constructed for each of a selected

set of respiratory phases by using Dijkstra’s algorithm and search-

ing for an optimal path for each μ = f i for which the corresponding

breathing period T k is of the smallest size, that is, T k = T . For each

such μ = f i , we find a path A μ = 〈 f n 1 , ..., f n K 〉 in G such that: each

f n j represents a slice with its z -coordinate being z j ; the path con-

tains f i , that is, f i = f n m for some m ; both paths 〈 f n 1 , ..., f n m 〉 and

〈 f n m , ..., f n K 〉 are optimal. We consider each such constructed path

A μ as a 3D image for the respiratory phase ϕ( t i ) ∈ T . 

2.3.3. Stage 3 - Constructing an optimal 4D image 

Consider all sequences S k = 〈 f n , f n + 1 , …, f n + m 

〉 of slices with the

associated breathing period T k equal to T . With each f i from such

S k , we have associated a 3D image F i = A f i 
found in Stage 2. Then B k 

= 〈 F n , F n + 1 , …, F n + m 

〉 is a 4D image representing one full breathing

cycle. We choose one of these 4D images B k , having the smallest

cost, as the final output of our process. The cost of B k = 〈 F n , F n + 1 ,
…, F n + m 

〉 is defined as the mean of the costs of the 3D images F n ,

F n + 1 ,…, F n + m 

, as used in Stage 2. 
. Experiments, evaluation, and discussion 

.1. Image data 

.1.1. Human subjects 

Image data sets utilized in our evaluation all pertain to thoracic

RI and are summarized in Table 1 . This retrospective study was

onducted following approval from the Institutional Review Board

t the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia along with a Health In-

urance Portability and Accountability Act waiver. The data sets

onsist of 10 dynamic MRI scans from 7 subjects, including 2

dults and 5 children. Multiple MRI scans for the same subject cor-

espond to different patient conditions like pre- and post-surgery

s well as different imaging planes such as sagittal and coronal

rientations. In our set up, for each (coronal or sagittal) slice po-

ition, slice images are acquired at a rate of about 200 ms/slice

ver several natural breathing cycles. For any subject, the total

umber of slices involved in 4D image reconstruction equals the

roduct of the number of time instances and z locations acquired.

his number for our subjects varies from 31 × 35 ( ∼10 0 0) (Adult-1)

o 50 × 100 ( = 5000) (Adult-2, see table), which contain both the

natomic and dynamic information about the thorax. The number

f imaged cycles over all subjects varies from 2 to 16. The number

f cycles for static images is shown as -. 

Child-5 had two pre-operative scans and one post-operative

can. Adult-1 subject also had breath-hold images at end inspi-

ation and end expiration. Sample slices from one of the pre-

perative data sets of Child-1 are shown in Fig. 3 , where we may
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Fig. 4. A lung phantom constructed by 3D printing based on the real lung shape 

derived from a static MRI image of a petite adult subject. Realistic tidal breathing 

effect by air volume and respiratory rate is simulated by pumping air into and out 

of the lung shell. See text for details. 
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otice the significant malformations of the chest wall, lungs, and

pine. 

.1.2. Dynamic MRI phantom 

To more closely understand the behavior of the algorithm, we

onducted the following phantom experiment. 

In real patient data, it is difficult to establish truth, especially in

his application of motion understanding. Unfortunately, in phan-

om experiments, authenticity of reality becomes questionable. Al-

hough this dichotomy is difficult to overcome, phantom experi-

ents are helpful to understand the behavior of the algorithm. 

An MRI-compatible dynamic lung volume phantom was de-

igned as shown in Fig. 4 . The phantom provides for dynamically

arying a lung-shaped air volume by displacement of water, while

eing MR imaged. Imaged air volumes can be set to be either

tatic, or time varying, depending on how air is pumped in and

ut of the phantom. 

Construction: A hollow 3D-printed (Stratasys, Eden Prarie, MN)

igid polymer shell was made based on a segmented MRI image of

 small adult’s lungs, bronchi, and trachea at rest volume. The in-

erior wall of the 3 mm thick shell preserves the complex external

hape of the natural lungs. Total internal volume of the two lung

hells is 1970 cc. The lungs-shell was opened at the apex of each

ung and attached to a PVC pipe air delivery manifold that anchors

t in an enclosing 0.25 ′′ thick Plexiglas tank. The base of each lung

as provided with vent holes to allow water to fill and empty from
ig. 5. Lung phantom time slices over one cycle at the same z location with the dark r

imulates diaphragmatic motion. 
he shell into the tank as it is displaced by air. A hose to deliver

he air volumes leads to either a manually driven calibrated vol-

metric syringe (Hans Rudolph, Shawnee, KS), or a programmable

omputerized piston (ASL 50 0 0 Breathing Simulator, Ing Mar Med-

cal, Pittsburgh, PA). The entire apparatus including the tank has

imensions of 28 cm H x 28 cm W x 19 cm L, and rests on the scan-

er bed inside the magnet bore. 

Operation (as a simulation of tidal breathing): Initially, the 

ank is filled with water to the lung apex, which completely

lls the lungs-shell with water. The hose is attached and a fixed

tatic volume of air is delivered to the lungs with a calibrated

yringe, displacing water downward. This volume is chosen to

imulate a resting Functional Residual Capacity (FRC), in a natural

ung shape. Then, an additional volume of air is delivered and

ithdrawn in an oscillating fashion using a second calibrated

yringe, to simulate a tidal volume (TV) at a known breathing

ate (BR). Although the shell is rigid, the air volume size and

eripheral shape at the base change as the water interface rises

nd falls, approximating to some degree the shape change of the

ungs during diaphragmatic motion. A dynamic MRI scan was per-

ormed at the following setting: BR = 20 cycles/min, FRC = 600 ml,

V = 200 ml. “Breath-hold” images were also acquired by stopping

he second syringe exactly at end expiration, end inspiration,

nd mid respiratory phase. Image acquisition parameters were

imilar to those used for scanning human subjects, as listed

n Table 1 . Fig. 5 shows a sequence of time slices over one

respiratory” cycle for a fixed z location. An animation depict- 

ng this dynamic periodic movement is accessible via the link

ww.mipg.upenn.edu/Vnews/Lung _ Phantom/Phantom _ loc15.avi . 

.2. Evaluation of 4D constructed images 

.2.1. Qualitative 

All constructed 4D images were visualized ( Grevera et al., 2007 )

n both space and time in a cine slice mode by holding one vari-

ble fixed and letting the other change. This allowed close scrutiny

f the overall accuracy of 4D construction in terms of the spatial

nd temporal contiguity of the slices of the 4D scene. An entire

D volume can be examined visually quickly in this manner and

iscontinuities if any can be caught. A similar assessment was also

ade via 3D surface renditions. Contiguity in the z -dimension will

anifest itself as smoothness of the 3D surface of the pleural space

orresponding to each fixed time point of the 4D scene. Animation

f this 3D rendition in time would qualitatively portray time conti-

uity of the dynamic 3D structure. All 4D constructions were found

o be spatially and temporally contiguous when visualized in this

anner in cine mode in both slice and 3D forms of visualization. 

In the literature, Random Stacking is used as a reference method

ith which new 4D image construction strategies are compared

 Siebenthal et al., 2005, 2007 ). We employed this method as well

nd implemented it as follows. First, for each time point t at the z 1 
egion representing the air volume. The dynamic change of the water-air interface 

http://www.mipg.upenn.edu/Vnews/Lung_Phantom/Phantom_loc15.avi
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Fig. 6. All z -slices from the constructed 4D image at one fixed time point for Adult-1 data set. Top 4 rows: From the proposed method. Bottom 4 rows: From random 

stacking. Red arrows in the 5th, 6th, and 7th rows point to the dome of the diaphragm for showing the difference between the two approaches: The motion from random 

construction is not as consistent as that from the proposed approach. 
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slice location, one slice at each location z 2 , …, z K is selected ran-

domly from among all its time slices. These slices are put together

to form one 3D spatial volume corresponding to time point t . Next,

from all 3D spatial volumes so generated, x volumes are randomly

selected where x denotes the number of time points in the op-

timal 4D volume constructed by our method. Note that there is

some order in the random selection, in the sense that, for a fixed t

position, randomness is only in the time dimension for each z po-
ition; similarly once spatial volumes are constructed, randomness

s in the t dimension only. Clearly the constructed 4D scene is not

 collection of the requisite number of slices selected totally ran-

omly from all acquired slices. We use Adult-1 data set to compare

isually our optimal construction method with Random Stacking.

n this example, the constructed optimal 4D scene had spatial di-

ensions of 192 × 192 × 31 and the number of time points in the

ptimal period was 10. The 4D construction process thus selected
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Fig. 7. All z -slices from a 3D image corresponding to a time position in a 4D image constructed by employing only intensity weight. Compared with the image constructed 

by utilizing all three weights, the intensity-only approach fails as shown by the red arrows where the dome of the diaphragm appears to indicate change of surface contour 

that is counter to a smooth surface. 
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n optimal set of 310 slices over one breathing period from the

cquired set of 31 × 35 = 1085 slices. 

In Fig. 6 , all z -slices corresponding to a fixed respiratory phase

or the two methods are displayed. The constructed 3D volume im-

ge at each time point should be consistent, meaning in particular

hat the diaphragm surface should change smoothly spatially. Al-

hough intensity is the main factor for defining the similarity of

eighboring slices, the intensity-only approach for searching the

ptimal path often fails, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . When only inten-

ity weighting is employed for searching the most similar slices

etween neighboring slice locations, the resulting optimal 3D vol-

me is worse than that using all three weight factors ( Fig. 6 ). The

mages with red arrow in Fig. 7 show the wrong slices that were

elected to construct the optimal 3D volume image where the di-

phragm surface is spatially not as smooth as in the image con-

tructed by utilizing all three weight factors. 

Fig. 8 shows all time-slices for a fixed z -position. Better spa-

ial contiguity and consistency of the slices in Fig. 6 is evident for

he optimal method over Random Stacking (see the superior as-

ect of the liver marked by red arrows). Similarly in Fig. 8 , opti-

ally constructed slices are more consistent temporally than slices

orm Random Stacking; observe the change in the position of the

iaphragm which appears periodic in the former but somewhat

haotic in the latter method as shown in the slices marked with

ed arrows. This difference in behavior is better appreciated in a

ine mode of display where we have verified for all z and t posi-

ions the same observation. 

In Fig. 9 , we demonstrate the similarity for images at end in-

piration and end expiration between the optimally constructed

mage and the acquired breath-hold image for Adult-1. Although

he image quality of the breath-hold scan is better than that of

he dynamic scan (see Table 1 ), we note that the end inspiration

nd expiration images and the diaphragm and chest wall excur-

ions are very similar for the two modes. The figure shows seg-

ented pleural space overlaid on the images as well as the differ-

o  
nce between the segmented pleural spaces from end inspiration

o expiration. Finally, surface renditions of the 10 3D pleural spaces

orresponding to the 10 time instances from the optimally con-

tructed 4D scene are shown in Fig. 10 . All surface renditions are

et up from the same viewpoints. Not only the surface renditions

ut also the location change / motion among 3D pleural spaces

an be found. The smooth motion of the surface can be appreci-

ted from the rendered images, especially when the renditions are

nimated. 

.2.2. Quantitative 

Based on patient data: There are two important features of the

ynamic thorax which we will exploit for the purpose of our quan-

itative evaluation – smooth variation of the area of the pleural

pace from slice to slice over a spatial volume corresponding to a

xed respiratory phase and the (quasi) periodic motion of the di-

phragm. A third form of evaluation we will demonstrate is a com-

arison of the lung volume obtained for the adult subjects from

heir breath-hold static image to a spatial volume obtained from

heir optimally constructed 4D image corresponding to roughly the

ame respiratory phase. Unfortunately, this experiment cannot be

onducted on our pediatric patients since they are under anesthe-

ia and unable to hold their breath to facilitate acquiring static im-

ges. These evaluations are described below. 

Let B k denote the optimally constructed 4D image. We will de-

ote the area of the pleural space in a slice corresponding to time

 and spatial location z in B k by α( t, z ). We will characterize the

moothness of the variation of this area curve with respect to z

or three fixed time points t 1 = end expiration, t 3 = end inspira-

ion, and t 2 = mid-respiratory phase. That is, we will evaluate the

erivative of the area curves α( t 1, z ), α( t 2, z ), and α( t 3, z ) obtained

or B k and compare them with derivatives of similar curves αr ( t, z )

btained for the image resulting from random stacking. Fig. 11 dis-

lays the derivative curves of the right lung for the two methods

btained for the dynamic data sets in Table 1 . For the top three
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Fig. 8. All t -slices from the constructed 4D image over one period (10 time points) for one fixed z- position for Adult-1 data set. Top two rows: From the proposed method. 

Bottom two rows: From random stacking. 

Fig. 9. Top: Slices from end-expiration and end-inspiration with segmented pleural space overlaid for the 4D volume optimally constructed from Adult-1 data set. The third 

column shows the difference of segmentations overlaid on end inspiration image. Bottom: Same arrangement as top row except the images are from the breath-hold scan 

for Adult-1. 
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Fig. 10. Surface renditions of the 10 volumes over one respiratory period (top left to bottom right) created from the optimally constructed 4D volume of Adut-1data set. 

Table 2 

Lung volume comparison (in cc) between breath-hold and 4D constructed scenes. 

Subject End-inspiration End-expiration Change (%) 

Breath-hold 4D Breath-hold 4D 

Adult-1 2675 .03 2523 .75 2207 .68 2217 .95 3 .1 

Phantom 800 .00 735 .94 600 .00 614 .2 3 .5 
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Table 3 

Running time (in seconds) for different stages 

of the 4D construction method. 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

10–20 sec/ z -location 64 .30 0 .09 
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ows in Fig. 11 , the different colors represent the result for differ-

nt subjects. The results are similar for the two lungs and hence

hown only for one lung. We note that the derivative curves are

uch smoother for the optimal method than for random stacking

t all three time points. Further, the behavior is similar for all sub-

ects for the optimal method but not so for random stacking. The

attern of change of area in the z -direction may be expected to be

imilar for all subjects. To illustrate this point, in the last row of

ig. 11 , we display the area curves for both methods for Adult-1

or t 1 and t 3 together with the area curves obtained for Adult-1

rom the static images acquired at similar breath-hold positions.

learly the optimal method follows the curve pattern of the static

mages correctly while random stacking does not. In these plots,

he horizontal axis indicates slice number and the vertical axis de-

otes the area derivative in mm 

2 /mm (top three rows) and area in

m 

2 (last row). 

To illustrate the time contiguity achieved by our algorithm, in

ig. 12 , we display the height η( t, z ) (in mm) of the apex of the

eft and right hemi diaphragms from the bottom edge of the slice

s measured on the slice corresponding to t for a fixed z for both

ethods. For each subject and each method two curves are ob-

ained – corresponding to the left and the right hemi diaphragms.

he z -slices are taken roughly passing through the apex of the di-

phragm domes. The idea is that this location is the most sensi-

ive for observing how well periodicity of the respiratory motion is

aptured by the methods. As seen in the figure, for both z -slices,

he optimal method achieves consistent time ordering of the slices

hereas random stacking leads to a chaotic behavior, especially on

dult data. Also interestingly, the location change for adults dur-

ng one period is more significant than children with TIS. That is

easonable since for normal adults the excursion of the diaphragm

an be expected to be more than for normal children, and espe-

ially those with TIS. 

Table 2 shows a comparison of the lung volumes obtained

rom static images and optimally constructed dynamic images for

oughly the same respiratory phase for the adult subject (Adult -

). The static images can be considered as ground truth since they

re of much better quality and they are obtained at one fixed lung

olume, although the actual lung volume at which the subject held

reath may not be exactly the same as the volume at the cor-
esponding respiratory phase in his tidal breathing cycle. As seen

rom Table 2 , the difference between the two volumes is about 3%.

Based on phantom data: Phantom analysis results similar to 

hose in Figs. 9 and 10 are shown in Figs. 13 and 14 . Height (in

m) curves are shown in Fig. 14 for a slice through the middle

f the left and right lung. We note that for the same time point,

eight values are kept almost the same for the optimal method but

ot for random stacking. 

Table 3 summarizes the running time in seconds for the differ-

nt stages of the 4D construction process. Computational times for

tage 2 and Stage 3 are for MATLAB 2015a implementation on a

enovo computer with the following specifications: 4-core, 3.7 GHz

PU (AMD A10-6700) with 16GB RAM, and running the profes-

ional Windows 7 operating system. 

The proposed method is different from those reported in the

iterature in four respects. First, it is not based on finding a res-

iratory signal from the acquired data like most other approaches

 Georg and Souvenir, 2008; Georg et al. 2008 ; and Wachinger et al.,

010, 2012 ), or acquiring explicitly respiratory signals ( Cai et al.,

011 ) which would pose challenges in our application because of

he practical difficulty arising from the very sick pediatric patients.

econd, and as a consequence, it guarantees globally optimal so-

ution as per the formulated combinatorial optimization criterion

nlike other approaches. Third, most 4D construction methods re-

orted in the literature are for CT images, the only exception we

re aware of for MRI is the one from Wagshul ( Wagshul et al.,

013 ). The issues encountered in MRI are quite different and more

hallenging since the image contrast, resolution and tissue prop-

rties portrayed are different in CT and MRI. Wagshul’s approach

s not based on image processing, instead it employs retrospective

ating by utilizing tidal volume captured from airflow measure-

ents to select useful respiratory data. Finally, we are not aware

f any published methods that validated its approach based on a

ealistically constructed 4D phantom and the associated dynamic

mages. 

Different criteria have been used for evaluating the 4D con-

tructions. The cross-sectional area of the oropharynx of the recon-

tructed upper airway images has been used in Wagshul’s paper

 Wagshul et al., 2013 ) to evaluate the final constructed 4D image.

ther criteria include comparison of the 4D image at a time point

o breath-hold images ( Siebenthal et al., 20 05, 20 07 ) acquired typ-

cally at end inspiration and/or end expiration. Breath-hold images
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Fig. 11. Derivative of the area curves α( t, z ) and αr ( t, z ) for the proposed method (left) and random stacking (right) for three time points t 1 = end expiration (1st row), 

t 3 = end inspiration (2nd row), and t 2 = mid-respiratory phase (3rd row) for the right lung. Curves for the left lung are similar. Different colors represent different subjects. 

In these curves, the vertical axis is in units of mm2/mm and the horizontal axis shows z- slice number. The last row shows area curves (in mm 

2 ) for Adult-1 for the two 

methods at t 1 and t 3 in comparison to similar curves obtained from breathhold images for this subject, the horizontal axis again showing the z- slice number. 
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Fig. 12. Height curves η( t, z ) for the proposed method (left) and random stacking (right) for the 10 subjects. Two plots (top and bottom) are shown for each subject –

corresponding to the height of the left and the right apex of the two hemi diaphragms. The height unit is in mm (vertical axis) and the horizontal axis denotes time. The 

different colors denote different subjects. 
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re difficult to acquire from our pediatric patients. This is why we

ave carried out this comparison on adult patients. Other volumes

etween those two special locations should be smoothly varying

nd consistent. Comparison to random stacking strategy is another

pproach commonly used ( Siebenthal et al., 20 05, 20 07 ) which we

ave also adopted. For 4D construction methods which utilize free-

reathing slice acquisitions, we feel that the phantom experiment

e designed is ideal since it allows controlling breathing rate, tidal

olume, and the shape of the pleural space. 

. Conclusions 

In the study of many pediatric diseases that involve malforma-

ions of the thorax, dynamic MR imaging is essential in order to

nderstand the specific biomechanical deficits of the respiratory

ngine. Because of the severity of the diseases and radiation con-

erns for CT, MR imaging under free tidal breathing without any

ncumbrance to the patient is the only modality that is appropri-

te for imaging these patients. We have presented a post hoc im-

ge construction method to select an optimal 4D image from the

housands of acquired slices. The method employs a unique com-

inatorial optimization approach and guarantees a globally optimal

olution. We have presented its evaluation based on normal adult

mages as well as pediatric patient images. A 4D dynamic phantom

reated via 3D printing technology from image data from a normal

ubject has been designed and its dynamics have been used to fur-

her validate the method. The method is practical and can be used
outinely on dynamic MRI images of patients with thoracic insuf-

ciency syndrome and other pediatric thoracic deformities where

ynamic studies are called for. 

One current shortcoming of the method is the human interac-

ion required in Stage 1. This step takes roughly 5–10 min for coro-

al acquisitions (where the number of z -locations is about half as

any as in sagittal) and 10–20 min for sagittal acquisitions. It is

onceivable to automate this step following the same idea underly-

ng graph-based optimization for breaking up each z -line into res-

iratory periods. It may be possible even to make this process also

art of the entire optimization schema for possibly finding a glob-

lly optimal solution. Other possible future avenues include adap-

ation of the same method to dynamic CT and ultra sound images

here only the parameters of the cost function will need to be

odified. Validation of these methods on real patient images is

 challenge since establishment of hard truth becomes really dif-

cult. We will conduct evaluations on more patient and normal

ata sets along similar lines as described in this paper to gain more

linical confidence in the future. At present, in our TIS clinical con-

erences, each patient is discussed in a group setting consisting of

linicians and scientists, where the acquired slices (typically the

id coronal/sagittal) are visualized in a cine mode. In the future,

e will use the 4D constructed images to produce spatio-temporal

nimations, which we believe may give us further insight into the

D construction process and its characteristics. Another potential

uture avenue is building and validating on 4D phantoms printed

rom patient image data rather than normal subjects. 
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Fig. 13. Derivative of the area curves α( t, z ) and αr ( t, z ) for the proposed method (left) and random stacking (right) for three time points t 1 = end expiration, t 3 = end 

inspiration, and t 2 = mid-respiratory phase for the phantom data. The vertical axis is in mm2/mm and the horizontal axis shows the z- slice number. 

Fig. 14. Height curves η( t, z ) for the proposed method (left) and random stacking (right) for Phantom data. Two plots are shown – corresponding to the height of the left 

and the right apex of the two “hemi diaphragms”. The height unit is mm (vertical axis) and the horizontal axis denotes time points. 
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